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Index in that 3 Choose the correct answer. See the following examples to see how defined relative classifications are used. Are you the one who sent me the email? The phone that has the most feature is also the most expensive. This is the video that I wanted to show you. The person they talked to was really helpful.
Try doing this exercise to test your grammar. Grammar test 1 Grammar B1-B2: relative classification – define relative grade: 1 Read the explanation to learn more. Grammar class relative explanation gives us information about the person or things mentioned.  Defining relative classes gives us essential information –
information that tells us who or what we are talking about. The woman who lives next door is working in a bank.  These are the flights that have been canceled. We usually use a relative pronoun or adverb to start a defined relative clause: which, which, when, who, where or who is. Who/who you can use or whom to talk
about. most common and a bit more informal. She is the woman who cuts my hair. He's the man that I met at the conference. whatever we can use which or who to talk about these things. most common and a bit more informal. There was a guarantee a year that came with the television. The laptop that I bought last
week started making a weird noise! Other pronouns when they can refer in a time. Summer is the season when I'm happier. where can they refer to somewhere. That's the stadium where Real Madrid play. which contains referring to the person that something belongs to. He's a musician who the album sold millions. 
Increase the relative pronoun Sometimes we can leave out the relative pronoun. For example, we can usually leave out which, which, or that if it is followed by a topic. [that] assistant we met was truly kind.    (n = Subject, case omegle contents) We can't usually let it out if it is followed by a verb. The assistant who helped
us was truly kind.    (helped = verb, can't omi this) Do this exercise to test your grammar again. Grammar test 2 Grammar B1-B2: relative classification – define relative paragraphs: 2 Content How to format relative pronounce subject or pronounce object? Relative advertising defines relative classifications that do not
define how to cut shorter exercise relatives and exercise tests and tests on relative classifications We use relative classification to provide more information about something without starting another sentence. By combining sentences with a relative clause, your text becomes more talked and you can avoid repeating
certain words. How to Shape Relative Clause Imagine, a Girl Is Talking to Tom. You want to know who he is and ask a friend if he knows it. You could say: A girl is talking to Tom. Do you know the girl? That sounds rather complicated, doesn't it? It would be easier with a relative clause: you put both pieces of information
into one Start with the most important thing – you want to know who the girl is. do you know the girl... As your friends may not know which girl you are talking about, you need to put in the additional information – the girl is talking to Tom. Use the girl only in the first part of the sentence, in the second part to replace it with
the relative pronoun (for whom, use the relative pronoun who). So the final phrase is: do you know the girl who is talking to Tom? Pronouns Relative Pronouns or Pronouns Objects? Topics and pronounce objects cannot be dismissed by their shapes – which, which, are used for subject and pronoun objects. You can,
however, distitch them as follows: If the relative pronoun is followed by a verb, the relative pronoun is a subject pronoun. The pronoun topics must always be used. The apple that sets the table If the relative pronoun is not followed by a verb (but by a noun or pronoun), the relative pronoun is a pronoun object. Pronounce
objects may fall to define their relative classification, which then is called Contact Klauses. The Apple (WHO) George sets the table Relative Adverbs A adverb relative to use instead of a more relative pronoun preposition. This often makes the phrase easier to understand. This is the shop in which I bought my bike.→ this
is the store where I bought my bike. Defines relative classifications that define palas (also called relative classes or restriction classes) to provide detailed information a general term or expression. Defines the relative classifications not set to commas. Imagine, Tom is in a room with five girls. A girl is talking to Tom and
you ask someone if she knows this girl. Here the relative clause defines which of the five girls you mean. Do you know the girl talking to Tom? Defined relative classes are commonly used in definitions. An oath is someone who works on a boat. Pronounce objects in defining relative classification may collapse. (Center
with a relative clause without the relative pronoun called Contact Clauses.) The boy (whom) we met yesterday is very nice. Relative classes that are not defined that are not defined (also called that do not identify relative classes or non-restrictive relative classes) provide additional information about something, but don't
define it. Non-defined relative classes are set to commas. Imagine, Tom is in a room with only one girl. Both are talking to each other and you ask someone if she knows this girl. Here the relative clause is non-defined because in this situation it is obvious what girl you mean. Do you know the girl, who is talking to Tom?
Note: In non-defined relative classifications, who / who cannot be replaced with that. Pronounce objects of classes that are not defined relative to be used. Jim, who we met yesterday, is very nice. How to cut relative paralysis? which, as pronoun subject can be replaced with an opt-out. This makes sentences shorter and
easier to understand. I told you about the woman who lives next door. - I told you about the woman who lives next door. Do you see the cat lying on the roof? - Do you see the cat lying on the roof? Relative Exercise Class Pronouncement relative to Relative Adverbs Relative Klauss relative to and contact Grade &amp;
Gt; Cram Up &amp;gt; Grammar &amp;gt; Relative Clauses &amp;gt; Exercise Contains two types of classes relative to the lagle: those that add extra information (which do not define relative classes) and those that are modified (or defined) the scope of the phrase (defined relative classifications). Define these
classifications to define the name and identify what things or individuals we're referring to. Use a relative pronoun to refer to the noun: which for a person, and who or what for a noun. The Present thing he bought me is beautiful. The Man who started an English course is from Spain. Use who is used to refer to the object
of the verb. Those with me sat very noisy. However, it is hardly ever used in fluent English. Instead, who is used with the preposition (and the prepossition comes to the end of the clause): Those who I sat with were very noisy. Who are you talking to? = Who are you talking to? For whom are you buying the present? =
Who are you buying the present for? Using that In English speaking, this is often used instead of who, who or who. The present that he bought me is beautiful. The man who started an English course is from Spain. When, where and when: Is there an hour else when (that) I can call you? Where: Can you tell me where
can I buy wrapping paper? Who: (owned) Have you seen the TV show containing catchphrase is Deal No Deal? Omitting that, who and who if the pronoun (heart, which, which) is the object of the verb, it may be omitted. The company that it works for is based in London. (This is an object pronounce.) =The company it
works for is based in London. (This may be omitted.) But: The company that employs it is based in London. (This is a topic pronounce.) The company hires it (the company is subject to). In this case, it is not possible to omi that. You need the pronoun because it is the subject of the verb. Relative classifications that do not
define these add additional information. My students, who are all adults, are learning English to get a better job. The books, which students like, have many useful examples. The coma was used to separate the relative clause from the rest of the sentence. This cannot be used instead which in no relative class is not
defined. You can use some, none, all and many with whom to add extra information: My students, many of them from Europe, are learning English to get a better job. The books, some of which students like, have useful examples. Compares defined and non-defined classification relative to the meaning of the changed
phrases if you use a clause that isn't defined instead defining a defined clause. Compare the following: Students who do not define them, who have reviewed hard, passed the exam. (All students review and are all passed the exam. Define the students who reviewed hard passed the exam. (Only some of the students
reviewed, and these are the ones who passed the exam.) Relative Clauses Exercise Level: Pre-intermediate and above Hi! I am Klare, an English teacher and the founder of this site. I can help you speak English easier! Here are two things for you: 10 Essential Fluency Phrases – Find the phrases for easy NEW
conversations: Join the English Fluency Club – Find my 2 phrases program luency + weekly challenges and group lessons LearnIng Clauses Relative with Examples and exercising a relative clause is a phrase that adds information to a phrase. All relative classifications describe a noun, and start with one of these



relative pronouns or relative advertising. Relative pronouns that (describe people – subject) the woman working in the bank is my neighbours. who (described people – objects) my cousin, one of them is a doctor, live in England. Who (to describe possession) of the man in the vehicle had been seized to the police station.
that (describing things – defining relative classification) I sold the computer that I bought in the U.S. that (described things – that don't define relative classes) I sold that computer, which has a 250-GB hard drive, for $500. Relative Adverbs when (describing times) my favorite season is falling, when all colors are changed.
where (to describe where) I visited the neighborhood where I grew up why (give a reason) Do you know the reason the stores are closing today? Using relative classifications helps you create best phrases in Klaus Relative English = Best Sentences in English Here is an example of some English phrases without
speaking relative: Yesterday I met someone. It works in the sugar. I bought a cell phone. It has Internet access. There's the restaurant. I ate at the restaurant last night. These phrases are correct, but are very short and simple. You can use relative paragraphs to make your phrase of English sound more fluent and
natural: Yesterday I met a working person in the cycle. I bought a cell phone that has internet access. There's the restaurant where I ate last night. Defined and non-defined relative grade non-defined relatives to add EXTRA the sentence. Defines relative classification to add the phrase BULK information. You can see if
a relative clause is defined or not defined by removing it from the sentence. If you remove a relative clause that is not defined, the phrase always has the same meaning. If you remove a defined relative clause, the phrase has a different meaning or is incomplete. Example of a sentence with a relative clause that is not
defined: my brother, who lives in California, is an engineer. If you remove living in California, the phrase still has the same meaning: my brother is an engineer. The relative clause that lives in California is extra information. Example of a phrase with a relative class is defined: This student fails English class three times. If
you remove failed English classes three times, the phrase is incomplete: therefore, the grade relative who fails English three times is essential information, because it defines which student, especially, we are talking about. Write English, use a comma before and after non-defining relative classifications. Learn when to
use which and what of relative classification What or What? Use joins for not defining relative classes, and use a comma before it. Use this to define relative classification, and do not use a comma before it. The bananas that I bought on Monday are pushing. The bananas, which I bought on Monday, are pushing. In the
first case, it is possible that we have two kinds of bananas in the house: Older bananas that I bought on Monday Banana News that I bought on Wednesday... and that only the first bananas are turned, but the second bananas are not rotten. In the second case, all the bananas in the house were bought on Monday, and
they are all wot. Again, decide whether a clause is defined or non-defined, try to remove it from the phrase: I read all the books that I borrowed from the library. Without clauses: I read all the books. (sentence is incomplete – WHICH book?) The new book of Stephen King, which I borrow from the library, is pretty good.
Without clauses: The new book of Stephen King is very good. (sentence is complete. Parts library was only an extra detail) Free Download: 500+ English Phrases Learn more about this course
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